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Caboched. The New Walk Museum's Sam Glasswell makes friends with an heraldic beast. Photo © 
New Walk Museum. 
 
There is a rational convention in the world of museums and galleries that states 
exhibitions are to be looked at and not touched. In the name of preservation this 
simple custom is only occasionally broken; most often for handling schemes such as 
those that allow schools and other parties to hold real artefacts under controlled 
conditions. 
 
 
But imagine being able to wander into the Louvre and lay your hands all over the 
Mona Lisa. For the visually impaired, this kind of access is exactly what is required, 
especially when it comes to sculpture and 3-d. Luckily there is now an exhibition that 
provides this opportunity and a lot more besides. 
 
The New Walk Museum in Leicester is currently hosting the touring exhibition of 
sculptures by South African artist Willem Boshoff. Running until March 30, Blind 
Alphabet C (Cocculiferous to Cymbiform) actively encourages visitors to get their 
hands on the exhibits and feel their way around. 
 
It's a flagship show that is designed to improve the accessibility of museum and art 
galleries and help to redress the discrimination experienced by visually impaired 
people. 



 

 
Coacervate. The best way to appreciate these sculptures is to lay your hands all over them. Photo © 
New Walk Museum. 
 
Blind Alphabet C was purchased by the organisation Art-sense, a group that 
campaigns to promote art and sculpture which can be appreciated by senses other than 
sight. With assistance from the National Lottery Charities Board, the exhibition tours 
around venues throughout Britain. 
 
"As the exhibition concentrates on the sense of touch, it also gives sighted people an 
opportunity to have an experience from a visually impaired standpoint," said the New 
Walk Museum's Sam Glasswell. 
 
Each sculpture is based around words that have disappeared from common usage and 
begin with the letter C. Visitors are thus invited to discover the long lost meaning of 
words such as cassidiform (helmet shaped) and cetacian (whale like). 
 
"The pieces are very varied, some you can recognize as a boat or a whale, and others 
are more abstract. They are very tactile and beautiful objects made of different types 
of wood with different textures," explained Sam. "Some are very smooth and round, 
others have angular corners that you can feel - it's a kind of mixture of the soothing 
and the aggressive." 
 
Alphabet C is the third in Boshoff's Blind Alphabet series, of which the parts ABC 
have been finished so far. The artist sees it as a three-dimensional dictionary of 338 
finished sculptural units and has plans to continue working through the alphabet. The 
other parts of the series have been exhibited all over the world and the sculptor 
represented South Africa at the 1996 Sao Paolo Biennale. 
 
 



 
Calciform. A Braille label on the wire mesh box explains the meaning of Willem Boshoff's pebble 
sculpture. Picture © New Walk Museum 
 
Speaking at the time of the Biennale, Boshoff said: "The project re-establishes the 
integrity of touch as a socially viable catalyst for interactive discourse. It sets up 
touch, in favour of sight by enabling, if not ennobling, the state of blindness and by 
disabling the sense of sight". 
To aid this process the wood sculptures are encased in formal rows of lidded boxes 
constructed of thick black mesh. The intention is to give the sighted person an insight 
into how difficult it is for those with visual difficulties to appreciate art. 
 
This innovative approach to exhibiting has also provided challenges for the New 
Walk Museum. Non-sighted Guides are currently being trained through consultation 
with Art-sense along with members of museum staff, but it's new and taxing territory. 
 
"We're having to look at the building in a different way; particularly the signage and 
the access, which is a good thing," said Sam. "It's a really valuable opportunity to deal 
with these issues and gain information from the visually impaired." 
 
Sighted visitors will no doubt be tantalized by the dark and blurred image that can be 
vaguely discerned and glimpsed through the gauze. But with the help of a visually 
impaired guide and museum staff the true meaning and appreciation of the sculptures 
can be discerned. There are of course detailed explanations of the works attached to 
the boxes, but even these are written in Braille. 
 
"We can usually train three or four visually impaired interpreters," said Bob Wright of 
Art-sense. "It all adds to our inclusive message. What we are interested in is the social 
model of disability which is: breaking down the boundaries." 
 
 



 
Cissoid. A close up of a sculpture based on a mathematical curve. Artist: Willem Boshoff. Photo © 
New Walk Museum 
 
The intention is to promote visually impaired people as experts in the use of touch - a 
powerful and immediate sense that sighted people have often lost or forgotten. By 
encountering the sculptures all visitors can reawaken this sense, whilst also 
experiencing a reversal of the usual power relations between sighted and non-sighted 
people. 
 
Such inversions of perception challenge the conventions of the "gaze," essentially 
changing the nature of language and transforming it into a tactile form. 
 
"The work creates a dependency on the touching and reading skills of blind guides. 
Without blind people in attendance, the Blind Alphabet remains lost - an exercise in 
aesthetic futility," said Boshoff. 
 
It may not be his intention but Blind Alphabet C is a show so well thought out that the 
sighted and the non-sighted will be levelled by the tactile treasures it contains. 
 
Art-sense are currently in the process of planning further projects that seek to 
enhance and create access to the appreciation and creation of sculpture. For more 
information you can contact their co-ordinator, Bob Wright, on 02476 334960. For 
details of gallery tours please contact the gallery (details below). 
 


